Membra Jesu nostri reviews

BBC Music Magazine, May 2019
“..seductive and ravishing…” 4 stars (Paul Riley)

Lark Reviews, April 2019
“This substantial composition gets a stunning new presentation in this release combining period
instrument with the well-disciplined voices of Trinity Hall”

MusicWeb-International, April 2019
“This is an outstanding work that is given an excellent performance here” (Stuart Sillitoe)

iClassical, April 2019
“Buxtehude’s cycle of seven cantatas, Membra Jesu nostri, BuxWV 75 is given an intensely intimate
performance by the period ensemble Orpheus Britannicus, the Chapel Choir of Trinity Hall, Cambridge,
and the viol consort Newe Vialles. I found listening to this to be a most moving experience – one that
was enhanced by the way in which the Resonus engineers had captured the sound within the
accommodating chapel acoustic. The director Andrew Arthur also contributes to the excellent booklet
notes that complete a most recommendable package.” 4.5 stars

Classical Ear, April 2019
“Immediately striking here in Buxtehude’s slow-moving Passion meditation is the quiet, articulate
intensity and aching sense of intimacy on display…performances characterised by clarity, precision,
nuanced responses to changes of expressive tone and emotional temperature, and an admirably flexible
reciprocity between all concerned. The abiding, altogether involving impression is one of utter sincerity
and refined, fluid finesse. Excellent booklet notes by [Andrew] Arthur and Franco Basso perfectly
complement these fine and valuable performances.” 5 stars (Michael Quinn)

BBC Radio 3: Record Review, April 20, 2019
Selected as one of three favourite Easter recordings: “a fine performance…emotional and moving…”
(Andrew McGregor)

Early Music Review, March 2019
“It is often the context of the music-making that distinguishes its character, and the near ideal
conditions of a choir of young singers together with a quintet of singers who share that background and
the strings, lute and keyboard of Orpheus Britannicus, joined by the Newe Vialles viol consort in the
subdued Part 6 (Ad Cor) provide a very coherent group of musicians for this tense, yet restrained
masterpiece of early German Baroque oratorio.
“I admire the overall sound – there are no prima donnas here, nor the sense that this is just another
routine performance. The intensity of it all is maintained by the experienced and capable direction of
Andrew Arthur, as is the sense of the different chori – well laid out in the structure of the work as it is in
the performance. His scholarly and helpful essay is a key element in the liner notes, revealing where and
how Anders von Düben transcribed this work from its tablature original of 1680 into staff notation. This
is complemented by a revealing note on the Latin text by Franco Basso, which is then given with an
English translation. Details of pitch, instruments and tuning complete a model booklet…
“The choir sings with conviction and clarity, no individual voices stand out to spoil the cohesion and they
reflect their director’s precision and their regular experience of singing in the small Chapel at Trinity
Hall...There is such wonderful variety of mood and expression in this pioneering work, and we should be
glad that it has received such skilled and musical a treatment. If you want a recording to complement a
[one-to-a-part] performance, I recommend this CD wholeheartedly; and in its own right it is a fine
advertisement for this director and his college choir.” (David Stancliffe)

The Times, 22 March 2019
“In 1705 Bach walked 400km through Germany to hear the composer and organist Dieterich Buxtehude
make music at Lübeck. Now Buxtehude is a click away on the internet, but he still shouldn’t be taken for
granted, least of all in the contemplative Easter cantatas of Membra Jesu nostri, available in a fresh and
touching new reading from Andrew Arthur’s Orpheus Britannicus and Trinity Hall Chapel Choir, and the
viol consort Newe Vialles. Prepare to enjoy beautiful singing and haunting music in a chapel acoustic as
comforting as a blazing log fire.” 4 stars (Geoff Brown)

